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Abstract—Underactuated fingers have been extensively
studied and optimized in order to achieve better grasp
performance in terms of object acquisition and stability.
However, little work has been done related to the coupling
mechanisms between the fingers and their effects on grasp
performance. This paper presents a novel method of
underactuated finger coupling that utilizes friction and allows
for increased stability and adaptability of robotic grippers. We
show that variable friction within the coupling element can help
the system maintain kinematic form closure while not affecting
non-closure forces during grasp acquisition. A proof of concept
prototype demonstrates the increased stability of objects within
the grasp as compared to traditional coupling mechanisms.

I. INTRODUCTION

U

hands have fewer actuators than
degrees of freedom. These systems are often referred to
as adaptive due to the fact that the final configuration of the
hand is a function of both the actuator position and external
interaction forces with an object. These hands have
numerous benefits over traditional fully actuated systems
including simpler control, high adaptability to sensory and
positioning error, durability, mechanical simplicity, and
lower cost. Examples of underactuated robotic hands include
[1-4].
While the advantages described above are significant, the
nature of underactuated fingers and hands creates potentially
undesirable properties for robotic grasping and
manipulation. One of the most significant of these is the
compliance of the mechanism in response to external
disturbances or unbalanced forces. The same passive
adaptability that allows the hand to comply to the object
shape or other environmental constraints can also cause it to
move or reconfigure after grasp. This is due to the
combination of the unconstrained degrees of freedom of the
mechanism and any joint compliance. Previous work by the
authors has shown how this stiffness affects finger posture in
the presence of external forces applied to the mechanism [5].
In this paper we describe how a simple friction-based
mechanism can be applied to the transmission of cabledriven underactuated fingers/hands in order to increase the
stability of underactuated grasps and improve disturbance
rejection. We will discuss these mechanisms in the context

of the grippers’ ability to passively adapt to object size,
shape and positioning errors as well as their ability to
provide a stable grasp that can resist external (or inertial)
disturbance forces once the grasp has been acquired.
We begin this paper with a description of the grasp
acquisition process for underactuated hands. Next, we
introduce models of our proposed friction-based coupling
mechanisms and show how these can increase grasp
stability. Finally, we present a generalized analysis of
compliance and stability as a function of the constraints
related to coupling schemes and describe design
configurations that optimize hand performance related to
these parameters.

NDERACTUATED

II. METHODS
A. Grasp Scenario
Consider the simple task of picking up a coffee cup using
a two finger robotic hand with adaptability between the
fingers. First the gripper is positioned to place the coffee cup
within the span of the fingers. Inevitably, positioning errors
will result in an offset between the center of the gripper and
the center of the coffee cup. As the fingers are closed, one
finger will make contact before the other. The adaptive
behavior of the hand will allow the second finger to continue
traveling toward the cup with the first finger held in position
by the contact against the opposite side of the cup. Since a
stable grasp is not yet achieved, the contact forces of the first
finger must be small enough not to move the object from its
current position or tip it over [6]. After both fingers have
made contact, forces increase at an equal rate until the
desired grasp pressure is achieved.
Once the cup is lifted off the ground, it is desirable to
have the cup maintain its position relative to the gripper in
the presence of unbalanced contact forces or external
disturbances – shifting of the object could cause it to be lost
from the grasp. Current underactuated hands with typical
coupling mechanisms will tend to center the coffee cup in
relation to the gripper due to unbalanced contacts and finger
compliance. The friction based coupling mechanism
described in this paper will negate the centering effect and
help keep the object in position if acted on by an external
force.
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Fig 1. a) Phases of grasp acquisition in a two-DO
OF prismatic gripper. b) Finger displacements during grasp acquisition
n. c) Relationship between
right and left contact forces during and after graspp acquisition. Here, K, represents the spring constant of each finger. Poin
nt P shows the location of
the maximum non-closure grasp force.

B. Prismatic Two-DOF Gripper
A two-DOF prismatic gripper, shown inn Fig. 1a, will be
used to illustrate the grasp performancce of a simple
underactuated gripper to objects that are noot centered in the
grasp. The system consists of two fingerrs constrained to
move only in linear translation. Each fingerr has both a return
spring and a drive cable that exert force oon the fingers. TR
and TL represent the tension in the righht and left drive
tendons respectively. The main actuator tenndon pulls on the
system with force Ta. In this setup, the ddrive tendons are
coupled to a single actuator using a floatinng pulley system.
The floating pulley acts as a simple differenntial to match the
tension force in each output tendon as show
wn in (1,2).
TL

TR

T

,

TL

TR

(1,2)

The floating pulley mechanism couples onee actuator tendon
to two output drive cables and the grippper is therefore
underactuated. The floating pulley also perm
mits the system to
adapt to object offsets, u, within the grasp. F
Fig. 1b shows the
finger displacements XL and XR as thee actuator force
increases, demonstrating this adaptability.
Assuming rigid contact with the object, aany lateral motion
of the object, u, would require a changge in the finger
position. Therefore, if we define LR and LL as the length of
the drive tendon to the right and left fingerrs, we can say for

nge in length (dLR) of the
this simple linear case that the chan
right drive tendon as a function of
o the change in object
position is eq ual to one. The chaange in the length of the
left drive tendon as a function of a change
c
in object position
is negative one.

1

1.

(3,4)

The floating pulley mechanism also requires that the average
travel of the drive tendons is equ
ual to the travel of the
actuator tendon as shown in (5).
2

(5)

The two-DOF prismatic system will
w be used as a simple
example of an underactuated grripper in the following
sections to describe the object acquisition
a
and stability
behavior of underactuated systems.
C. Object Acquisition and Grasp Adaptability
Grasp acquisition is the process by
b which a hand develops
and builds contact forces with an object.
o
In underactuated
hands, the sequence of events th
hat occurs during grasp
acquisition determines the final han
nd configuration. Fig. 1a
shows the three phases of grasp acq
quisition for the two-DOF
prismatic gripper case. Phase 1 rep
presents the period when
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the fingers are moving inward toward the object but have yet
to make contact. Phase 2 describes the period of single point
contact with the object in which only one contact point is
established (FR only) and is similar to pushing (as described
in [7]). Phase 3 is the conclusion of the grasp acquisition
when the final contact with the object is made and the grasp
is complete (FR and FL are non-zero). One key aspect of
underactuated grasping is the force developed by the first
contact point during phase 2 of grasp acquisition. During
this period, a non-closure grasp with the object is made and
an unbalanced force is placed on the object. When grasping
an object off a table, the friction force from the table surface
may or may not be enough to overcome the unbalanced
force provided by the single contact. Equation (6) shows the
force balance of a grasped object. During phase 2 of grasp
acquisition, i = 1 and the disturbance force vector D, must
offset any contact forces created by the gripper. For any nonzero offset of a symmetric object from the center of the
gripper, D will remain non-zero in phase 3 as well, unless
the object slips or is lifted. In (6), the force FC represents all
contact forces on the object.
FC

D

0

(6)

The limits on D are a function of numerous parameters
including mass, friction coefficient and even object size.
[6]. Since the state of the object and contact conditions with
the table are unknown, it is desirable to reduce this force as
much as possible and will be quantified using the metric P
defined in (7). For better adaptability, the value of P should
be as small as possible.
(7)
For the simple two-DOF prismatic gripper shown in Fig.1,
this parameter is a linear function of the spring constant, K,
and the lateral positioning of the object (see point P in fig.
1c).

Fixing the actuator tendon length would therefore not restrict
motion of the object u. If the conditions of object motion u
violate any of the system constraints, the system would be
said to be in kinematic form closure and would be able to
resist motion of the object. For example, if both drive tendon
lengths were fixed after the object was acquired, additional
constraints
0

0.

0,

0

else,

0.

(12)

When the object is centered, the spring energy must
increase as a function of u. If there is an offset in the system
the energy in the springs can decrease for some motions of
the object. An object is said to be in energetic form closure if

0 , for all object motions, u.
With regard to analyzing the stability of friction based
coupling systems presented in section IV, we will consider
only the kinematic form closure measure of stability. [11]
provides a full analysis of energy based stability arguments
for underactuated hands.
III. FRICTION-BASED COUPLING MECHANISM
The proposed friction-based coupling mechanism
(FBCM) is based on the design of a floating pulley
mechanism. However, instead of a free spinning pulley, this
pulley is capable of opposing a torque produced by an
unbalance in the output tendon forces.
The motion of the pulley is limited by a friction plate at
the end of the pulley housing and a retention spring (see Fig.
2). Since the shaft of the pulley is free to slide within a slot
in the housing, the normal force between the edge of the
pulley and the friction plate is equal to the actuator force Ta,
minus the force required to overcome the retention spring.
from friction can therefore
The torque on the pulley,
be described as

T

(9)

It follows that even if the actuator tendon link was fixed,
imposing the constraint that dLa = 0, (9) would still hold.

(10,11)

are imposed. Since the properties of motion (3) and (4)
violate constraints (10) and (11), the system would be able to
prevent lateral motion u of the object and would be said to
be in kinematic form closure.
Another measure of stability is energetic form closure
(also referred to as Lyapunov stability). This metric
considers changes in energy of the system with respect to a
change in object position. A Lyapunov energy function V
can be formulated that represents the total energy in the
system. With regard to the two-DOF prismatic case, the
energy of the system would result from changes in finger
(and therefore spring) displacements. The relationship
between the energy change of the system and motion of the
object u is

(8)
D. Stability Behavior
In this paper, we will analyze the stability of an object in
phase 2 of a grasp in terms of form closure. The traditional
definition of form closure assumes rigid contact points [8]
and therefore cannot be used for underactuated hands. We
will adopt a similar definition of form closure used in [9,10]
that defines it in terms of both kinematic (first order) and
energetic (second order) stability.
Kinematic form closure rejects all motion of the object
within the grasp. For example, in the prismatic case, eqns.
(3,4) represent properties of the system relating to motion of
the object u. Through (3,4,5) it can be shown that the change
in length of the actuator tendon, dLa with respect to object
motion is zero:

0

k ∆s µR

(13)

where kp is the retention spring constant, ∆s is the travel of
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Fig 3. Chart showing how parameters kp∆s and μ affect the ability of
the system to maintain kinematic form clossure.

metric P, the torque required to rotate
r
the pulley during
phase 1 and phase 2 should be zero
o, meaning the friction in
the FBCM should ideally not engagee until phase 3.

Fig 2. The friction based coupling mechanism alteers the resistance to
disturbances as a function of the actuator force, Ta. Here, μ represents
the coefficient of friction between the edge of tthe pulley and the
friction plate, ∆s represents the full travel of the reetention spring, θ is
the rotation of the pulley, and kp represents thhe retention spring
constant. Note: the tendon does not slip on the pulleyy

IV. PARAMETERS FOR FRICTIO
ON-BASED COUPLING
MECHANISM
MS

the pulley before contact is made with the ffriction plate, µ is
the coefficient of friction between the pulleey and the friction
plate, and Rp is the radius of the pulley.
When this coupling mechanism is usedd in place of the
standard floating pulley with a fixed actuuator tendon, the
constraints of the system become
0
0

andd
0

0

(14)
(15,16,17)

as long as the inequality expressed in (13) iss valid. Where LR
and LL are the length of the right and left ddrive cables and θ
is the rotation angle of the pulley. For the prismatic system
in fig. 1a, the addition of constraints (15, 16, 17), will make
the system achieve kinematic form closure iif (13) holds. One
can easily translate the effects of external ddisturbance forces
on the object to the torque on the FBCM
M pulley used in
(13). It is assumed that , is a lateral forrce on the object.
Fig 3 shows the ability of the system to rem
main in kinematic
form closure as a function of the actuatoor force Ta with
varying parameters of kp∆s and µ. With a positive value of
kp∆s, the rejection of disturbance forces does not occur until
this value is overcome.
In order for the FBCM to adapt to obbject offsets, the
coupling pulley must rotate to channge the relative
displacements of the right and left tendonns. Therefore, the
max force to keep the object in positioon with the new
coupling mechanism in phase 2 is

Ta

∆

(18)

where the first term is identical to the floating pulley case
while the second term is the additional forcee to overcome the
torque in the FBCM. In order to not increasse the adaptability

In practice, most underactuated hands
h
use revolute joints
as opposed to prismatic joints like those
t
presented in fig 1a.
For this reason, the ideal design parrameters of a FBCM will
be found for a two-DOF revolute gripper
g
(shown in Fig. 4.
and Fig. 6). The design parameeters will minimize the
adaptability metric P, ensure the sy
ystem can reject external
disturbances , and allow for motion
m
of the object for
extreme values of as a safety mech
hanism.
The form of (18) allows us to wrrite a similar equation for
the revolute case. Here, aR represeents the contact moment
arm of FR (Fig. 5), K is the spring constant of the base joints
a
the base joint.
and R represents the tendon radius about

T

a

∆

. (19)

w
the retention spring
The second term of (19) is zero when
force, kp∆s, is equal to the actuator force Ta. The maximum
force that is required by the actuatorr while still in phase 2 of
grasp acquisition is equal to the forrce required at full travel
of the fingers. If the size of the objeect is unknown, we must
assume that the retention spring must resist the force
ough their full range of
required to move the fingers thro
travel (in order to fully close). Thus,,
∆

max

(20)

If the size of the object is known, then the sum of XL and
XR and can be used in (20) to engagee the friction coupling at
the exact start of phase 3.
b chosen based on the
The friction coefficient μ can be
relationship between actuator force and disturbance force on
he contact point locations
the object. In the prismatic case, th
were known to exist along the sam
me axis of travel as the
fingers. The revolute gripper howeever, does not have the
same restriction for contact location
ns. As seen in Fig 5. The
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Phase 1

Phase 3

Phase 2

Fig 4. Phases of grasp acquisition in a tw
wo DOF revolute gripper. Shown here with simple floating pulley couplling mechanisms.

moment arm of contact between the righht finger and the
object, aR, can be different than the momennt arm of contact
between the object and the left finger, aL. T
The effect causes
the unbalanced contact force
to increaase linearly as a
function of the actuator force in phase 3 oof the grasp. The
minimum friction coefficient μ to negatee these effects is
shown in (21). With current grippers, the ccentering force on
the object will increase as the actuator forcee increases.

(21)

Fig 5. Offset Configuration

The difference in moment arms of the contact points is a
function of the object size and the positionn offset, u, within
the grasp span. Therefore, μ must be choseen for the greatest
expected object offset within the grasp.
Fig. 7 shows the region of kinematic forrm closure for the
revolute case with parameters described in Table I. The
parameters were chosen based on (19), (20)) and (21). Points
G, H and I, represent the initiation of thee three phases of
grasp acquisition. The path from G to H represents the
closing of the gripper around the object. At point H, the right
finger begins to exert forces on the object. IIf the system was
designed appropriately, point I will corrrespond to phase
three of grasp acquisition and the initiation of friction forces
within the coupling mechanism. The value of the contour at
location I (0.85 N), also represents the adapptability metric P,
since this is the maximum disturbance forrce placed on the
object before closure occurs. With an actuaator force of 60 N
at point J, the system is able to remain inn kinematic form
closure if the object is subjected to an exterrnal load between
-4.3 and 9.2 N. The asymmetry is due to thhe effects of (21)
where
. For this example, a frictiion coefficient of
0.8 was shown. One can easily see thaat increasing the
friction coefficient would expand the stable region.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
A prototype friction based coupling mechanism was
ween the rotating
developed featuring a toothed interface betw

Fig 6.Revolute two-DOF gripper with frictiion based coupling
mechanism. Here the additional parameterss of coupling pulley torque
τP and external disturbance force B are show
wn.

pulley and the friction plate (µ= larrge), as shown in Fig. 8.
The retention spring allows for free rotation of the pulley up
to a total actuator force of 45 N. A total actuator force of 50
N was required to overcome the joint springs in the fingers
at the fully closed position. At an acctuator force of 55 N, the
engagement of the toothed interface allows the output
tendon tensions to vary by the total force of the actuator (FR
t
using a set of two= 0, FL = 55 N). The system was tested
link fingers, see Fig. 8, with internaal coupling similar to the
Hirose fingers as described in [1
1]. The friction based
coupling mechanism stabilized the object
o
laterally within the
grasp but as expected, did not sub
bstantially prevent object
motion perpendicular to the positio
on measurement u. The
kinematics of the fingers allowed fo
or internal changes of the
proximal and distal link position to
o occur without requiring
motion in the tendon [5].
VI. DISCUSSIION
The friction based coupling mech
hanism presented in this
paper offers greater grasp sttability over previous
underactuated coupling mechanism
ms. This is achieved by
scaling the resistance to lateral motion
m
as a function of
actuator force. When high adaptaability is needed during
phase 1 and 2, the actuator force is low, while in phase 3,
when the adaptability should be rejjected, the actuator force
is much higher. For standard underactuated coupling
bed in (5) is independent
mechanisms, the relationship describ
of actuator force and thus thee rejection of external
disturbances does not change with grasp
g
force. For standard
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a)

Fig 7. Kinematic form closure region for a revolute tw
wo-DOF gripper
with friction based coupling mechanism. The contouurs represent the
disturbance force in newtons. Properties of the griipper are shown in
table 1.

floating pulley systems you can never acchieve kinematic
form closure due to the residual adaptabilityy. FBCMs enable
that closure to be achieved with little neegative impact to
grasp acquisition performance.
The adaptability behavior of FBCMs cann be tuned due to
the introduction of a retention spring in thee mechanism (see
Fig. 2) that lets the user tune the system soo that the increase
in resistance to lateral motion starts near thee starting point of
phase 3 (shown in (20)). Furthermore, since the actuator
force is a controlled parameter of the system
m, object stability
can be altered mid-grasp by changing the oobject grip force.
A common practice in underactuated handss is to incorporate
non-backdrivable mechanisms (NBDMs) iinto the actuation
coupling that prevent forces on the linkks needing to be
balanced by the actuator. Most lead screw
ws and worm gear
systems, common to NBDMs, are ~40% efficient [13]. The
addition of two NBDMs to the two-DOF prismatic case in
Fig. 1a, would prevent reverse motion of tthe drive tendons
and impose constraints (10) and (11) on thhe system. While
the addition of (10) and (11) to the system ccreate a kinematic
form closure condition that could reject external
disturbances, the use of NBDMs reduces the efficiency of
the system and even increases the value of the adaptability
metric P. NBDMs also do not provide anny force overload
condition to extreme external forces. If the friction
coefficient, µ, was set to be very large (thhrough a toothed
mesh, for instance), the system would act the same as with
two NBDMs once phase 3 of the grasp is reached.

b)

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]
[9]

[10]
[11]
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